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Approximately 80%
of all equine injuries
occur in the area that
the FlowBoot protects
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The FlowBoot is a combination of a protective open-cell
foam boot paired with a reinforcing waterproof wrap.
Together, the boot and wrap provide your horse with support
and protection in the areas most prone to injuries. Designed
around anatomical equine structure, the FlowBoot
ensures natural blood circulation and a full range of motion
and flexibility.

Approximately 80%
of all equine injuries
occur in the area that
the FlowBoot protects

Boot = Heat-absorbing foam liner with protective outer foam
Wrap = .75mm neoprene lined lycra elastic wrap 4 3/8" x 84"

FlowBoot Benefits:
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Opening in front creates bridge to relieve
pressure from the digital extensor tendon
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Extra cushion and support to dissipate direct
pressure on the superficial digital flexor tendon
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Supports and protects the ligaments of the
proximal sesamoid bones to reduce load
and hyperextension
Grooves correspond to and create bridges
over the palmar digital veins ensuring proper
blood circulation
45 degree angle allows for proper application
of wrap
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Introducing the FlowBoot

Reduce Injuries & Improve Performance

Instructions

The FlowBoot is
available in
sets of 2 or 4
9 fun colors
XS | S | M | L | XL

Step 1:
Apply foam boot
to the horse's lower leg

Step 3:
Wear the FlowBoot for
added protection during
competitions, races and
leisure activity.

Step 4:
Wash the FlowBoot as
needed and reuse.

Step 2:
Apply the wrap as you would a
polo wrap. Starting in the middle
of the cannon bone, securely
apply the wrap around the boot,
wrapping down to the fetlock joint
with a 45 degree layer that cups
the ankle and wrapping back up
the leg to secure the boot with
additional support. Fasten wrap
with velcro strip.

Caution: Do not apply the wraps directly to the horse or injury may occur. The wraps
of the FlowBoot should only be used when paired with the protective foam boots.

www.flowboot.com

